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Part of the Day Timing 
(min) *PLS use only* Plan for the day

Framing the Day

(Slides 2-33)

 20  min

      (9:00-9:20)

● Welcome and Introductions (5)
● Anticipatory Activity/Setting a vision (10)
● Program Overview (5)

Amplify Science Assessment 
System
(Slides 34-68)

 28 min

     (9:20-9:48)

● Formative Assessments (14)
● Summative Assessments (14)

Break  (Slide 70) 5 min
(9:48-9:53)

Amplify Science Assessment Tools

(Slides 71-89)

30 min

(9:53-10:23)

● Classwork and Reporting (15)
● Administrator Dashboard (15)

Utilizing the Tools to provide 
Support

(Slides 90-97)

30 min
(10:23-10:53)

● Program Features (10)
● Supporting Teachers using program features (20)

     *Includes 15 min work time*

Reflection/Closing

 (Slides 98-107)

7 min
(10:53-11:00)

● Reflection/additional resources (5)
● Survey (2)
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New York City

    New York City Department of Education
    February 2021
    Presented by:   

Utilizing the Amplify Science 
Assessment System
Administrators



Use two windows for today’s webinar

 Window #1

 Window #2



Remote Professional Learning Norms

● Take some time to orient yourself to the platform
○ “Where’s the chat box? What are these squares at the top of my 

screen?, where’s the mute button?”

● Mute your microphone to reduce background noise unless 
sharing with the group

● The chat box is available for posting questions or 
responses to during the training

Make sure you have a note-catcher present

● Engage at your comfort level - chat, ask questions, discuss, 
share! 

44
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Objectives 
By the end of this workshop, you will be able to…

● Gain an understanding of the Amplify Science assessment 
system, including formative and summative assessments. 

● Explore the Classwork and Reporting features as well as unpack 
the information available in the new Administrator Dashboard. 

● Gain and understanding of how to use program features to better 
support teachers 



Capturing key takeaways! 

Classwork 
and 
Reporting

Supporting 
Teachers

Formative 
Assessments

Summative 
Assessments
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● Reflection and closing
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Who’s in the Room?

9

Represent for your borough!🗣 Share your name, role, & borough.

Example: Isis, Teacher, 1
1- Brooklyn North
2- Brooklyn South
3- Queens North 
4- Queens South
5- The Bronx
6- Staten Island
7- Manhattan 



Share in the chat….

● What methods does your 
school use to gather student 
data?

Anticipatory activity

What methods does your school use to gather 
student data? 



Setting a vision
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What are you hoping students at your school get out of science this 
year?

Cultivate a 

love of 

science

Collaborate 
and 

communicate 

Develop flexible scientific understanding

Feel successful 
and build academic 

confidence

Think and 
work like real 

scientists

Problem solve



Program Overview 

12



Next Generation Science Standards
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Designed to help students build a cohesive understanding of science 

What scientists want 
to know

Disciplinary Core Ideas

How scientists think

Crosscutting Concepts

What scientists do

Science and Engineering 
Practices



Middle School Unit Resources
NYC Print student editions



Middle School Online Component

Assign in Google
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Problem-based deep dives

Students inhabit the role of scientists and 
engineers to explain or predict phenomena. 
Student figure out not learn about then use 
what they figure out to solve real-world 
problems.



Amplify Science approach
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Introduce a real world 
problem

Collect evidence from 
multiple sources

Build increasingly
complex explanations

Apply knowledge to solve a 
different problem



A

B

C

D

What is the first step to the Amplify 
Science Approach?

Collect evidence 
from multiple 

sources

Introduce a 
Phenomenon and/or 

real world problem

Apply knowledge to 
solve different 

problem 

Build an increasingly 
complex explanation



Multimodal learning
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Gathering evidence from different sources

Do

Talk
Read

Write Visualize

Science Concept

✎

_____
_____
_____

_



A

B

C

D

What are the multiple modalities?

Do, talk, read, 
write, visualize

Read, write, 
google search

Do, visualize, 
hands-on 

projects

Reading, writing, 
math



* Companion Lessons     
    must be completed* 



Questions?
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What is a progress build?

23



A progress build is a unit specific learning 
progression.

● Every core unit has a progress build

● The progress build is structured sequentially, 
each level builds on the previous level 

● Students conceptual understanding increases 
at each level of the progress build

24
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Progress Build Structure

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Build increasingly complex explanations



Why is a progress build important to my 
instruction?

● The progress build describes the way students explanatory 
understanding of the unit phenomena deepens over time.

● Provides teachers with a clear understanding of the 
structure of a unit, organizes the sequence of instruction, 
and defines the focus of assessments.

● By aligning instruction and assessments to the Progress 
Build, evidence about how student understanding is 
developing may be used during the course of the unit to 
support students and modify instruction in an informed 
way.
26



How is the progress build connected to 
the unit phenomenon?

27

Metabolism
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Insert Phenomena 

28



Prior Knowledge (Pre-Conceptions)
● At the start of the Metabolism unit, middle school students will likely know that eating and breathing 

are necessary for life, but will know little about the specifics of why these activities allow our bodies to 
function. Students may associate eating with gaining energy, but will not know that oxygen is also 
required for energy release. 

● Students may know about the process of digestion, but are unlikely to know what happens to food after 
it is digested. 

● Depending on previous instruction, some students may know about cells. Additionally, students will 
know that a body has blood and a heart, but will not generally know how these contribute to a body’s 
ability to function. This experience and prior knowledge can be built on and refined, which the 
Metabolism Progress Build and unit structure are designed to do.
 molecular scale.

29
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Metabolism Progress Build

Prior 
Knowledge

Deep, Causal 
Understanding

Level 2:   Systems in the body work together 

to take in, break down, and deliver needed 

molecules to the cells.

Level 1: Cells in the body need molecules from 
outside to function.

Level 3:  Cells can use these 
molecules to release energy for the 

body to function.What new 
ideas are 
added at 
each level?
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Self Reflection:

What are your key takeaways about the 
Amplify Science progress build? 

32
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Amplify Science Assessment System

34



Amplify Science Assessment System
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• Assessments provide reliable information about student learning

Credible

• Assessments provide actionable suggestions

Actionable

• Assessments are embedded into instruction

Timely



Types of assessments

Pre Unit: 

 Formative

36

Summative Assessments

F

Pre-Unit
Designed to gauge students’ initial understanding and pre-conceptions about core ideas in the unit.

On-the-Fly
Quick check for understanding designed to help monitor and support student progress throughout the unit. 

Critical Juncture
Designed to occur at points in the unit in which it is especially important that students understand the 
content before continuing.

Formative Assessments 

End-of-Unit
Final evaluation of students’ understanding of core ideas in the unit.

S
Used to measure student learning at the end of instruction

Used to guide instruction

pg.17
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Assessment System
Pre- and End-of-Unit Assessments

37

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge

  
    Cells in the body need molecules from outside to 

function.

      Systems in the body work together to take in,  

       break down, and deliver needed molecules to        

       the cells.

  Cells can use these molecules to 
release energy for the body to function.
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Pre-Unit Assessment
● Reveals preconceptions
● Reveals ideas and experiences students can build on 

throughout the unit
● Contains multiple choice questions and two written 

responses
● Multiple choice section is auto-scored
● Contains a Scoring Guide with rubrics for analyzing 

student responses
● Happens in Lesson 1.1

38
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Assessment System
Critical Juncture Assessment

39

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge

    Cells in the body need molecules from outside to 
function.

     Systems in the body work together to take in,     

     break down, and deliver needed molecules to  

     the cells.

Cells can use these molecules to 
release energy for the body to function.
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Critical Juncture Assessment
● Occurs at a key point in the unit
● Gauges students’ growing understanding about core 

ideas in the unit
● Contains multiple choice questions and two written 

responses
● Multiple choice section is auto-scored
● Contains a Scoring Guide with rubrics for analyzing 

student responses
● Followed by a differentiated lesson based on results

40
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Assessment System
On-the-Fly Assessments

41

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge

 
   Cells in the body need molecules from outside to 

function.

     Systems in the body work together to take in,  

     break down, and deliver needed molecules to 

     the cells.

Cells can use these molecules to 
release energy for the body to function.
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On the Fly Assessment
● Mostly frequently occurring assessment

● Quick check for understanding designed to help monitor and support 
student progress throughout the unit. 

● Provides teachers with an opportunity to adjust instruction to meet student 
needs

● Contains Look For and Now What evaluation guidance

● Followed by a differentiated lesson based on results

42
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Assessment System
Students Self Assessments

43

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge

   Cells in the body need molecules from outside to 
function.

     Systems in the body work together to take in,  

     break down, and deliver needed molecules to 

     the cells.

Cells can use these molecules to 
release energy for the body to function.
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Assessment System

44

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior knowledge
      Level 1

      Level 2

  
     Level 3



Unit Level Assessment Documents
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Assessment System: 
● explains the 

organization of 
the assessment 
system

● lists out each 
assessment in 
the unit with key 
information

● goes into an 
explanation of 
each type of 
assessment 
found in the unit 

Embedded Formative 
Assessments: 

● explains what to 
look for at each 
assessment 
opportunity 

● gives guidance 
for instructional 
next steps



Assessment Reflection
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● There are many assessment 
opportunities in each 
Amplify Science unit.

● What does having this 
quantity of assessment 
opportunities do for 
students? For teachers?

● How will you use these 
embedded assessment 
opportunities? 



Questions?

47
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Formative Assessment

48
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What is a Formative Assessment?

49

Formative assessment is a cycle of eliciting, 
interpreting, and taking action on information 
about student learning.
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Formative assessment in Amplify Science

50

● Encompasses a range of modalities

● Provides window into student thinking

● Assesses the 3 dimensions

● Embedded into instruction
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● On-the-Fly Assessments : Opportunities designed to help a teacher 
make sense of student activity during a learning experience.
a. Examples include student-to-student talk, writing, model 

construction
● End-of-chapter assessments : Variety of multidimensional 

performance tasks at the end of a chapter.
a. Examples include written scientific explanations, argumentation, 

developing and using models, and designing engineering 
solutions.

● Student Self-Assessments : One per chapter; brief meta-cognitive 
opportunities for students to reflect on their own learning, ask 
questions, and reveal ongoing thoughts about unit content.

Formative Assessments in Amplify Science 
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Assessment Resource

52

Each formative assessment contains:
● Look for: guidance on how to collect student data from 

the activity
● Now what: suggestions for responding to student data
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Considers 
students’ 

prior 
knowledge

Leads to 
complex 

understanding

Built to 
develop 

conceptual 
connections

Support for 
diagnosing 

learner 
progress

Design Principles of Formative Assessment

Model of 
student 
learning 

over time
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Formatively Assessing during 
Remote Learning

54



Benchmark 
Assessments 
2020-2021

55

https://my.amplify.com/help/en/articles/3991275-science-benchmark-assessments-2020
https://my.amplify.com/help/en/articles/3991275-science-benchmark-assessments-2020
https://my.amplify.com/help/en/articles/3991275-science-benchmark-assessments-2020


Embedded Formative
 Assessment Walk Through:

● Summarize look-fors in your own words in 
the template

● Summarize “Now What” in your own 
words in the template



Evidence sources work together

57

Teaching tip

● Every evidence source plays 
an important role in student 
learning.

● Be sure to teach every 
activity in order!
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Self-Reflection

58

What are the benefits and challenges of formative assessments?

How have you successfully formatively assessed students in 
your remote classroom? 
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Summative Assessments

59
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What is a Summative Assessment?

60
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Summative assessments are used to measure 
student learning at the end of instruction and 
serve as the final evaluation of students’ 
understanding of core ideas in the unit. 

61
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End-of-Unit Assessment
● Summatively measures student mastery of the Progress 

Build 

● Kindergarten end of unit assessments are oral

● Contains rubrics for analyzing student responses

● Typically administered in the last lesson of the unit

62
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Evaluation Guidance

63
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64

End of Unit 
Assessment
Questions
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End of Unit Assessment Rubrics
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Rubrics for Assessing Students’ Final 
Written Arguments
Three-dimensional

66

● Rubric 1:  Assessing Students’ Understanding of 
Science Concepts (DCIs)

● Rubric 2:  Assessing Students’ Understanding of 
the Crosscutting Concepts 

● Rubric 3:  Assessing Students’ Performance of the 
Practice of Constructing Scientific Arguments
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End-of-Unit Assessment Walk Through
End-of-Unit Assessment Guide 
● Open Lesson 4.4 of your unit 
● Review the science content rubrics
● What are teachers assessing?
● What Science and Engineering practices are teachers 

assessing?
● What Cross-cutting concepts?
● What Disciplinary Core Ideas?

67



Questions?

68
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5 min break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjTysdu8yrc
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Classwork and Reporting

71



Classwork and Reporting

72



AmplifyScience@Home

73

In addition to the original Amplify Science platform (where student have full digital access) Amplify 
has created more remotely friendly lessons and assessments (@Home Resources) via the 
Program Hub.

A suite of resources 
designed to make 
extended remote and 
hybrid learning 
easier for teachers 
and students. 



Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 (choose 
your grade)

Step 4 (scroll 
down and choose 
your unit)



@Home assessment considerations

75
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Administrator Reports

76



Administrator Reports 
Overview: 6-8



The basics
● Allows administrators to see:

○ Student & teacher usage
○ Student performance 

data by unit for the year

● Provides:
○ Detailed assessment 

data report views for 
download

● Dashboard & reports 
updated every 24 hours



How to access
Available in My Account



Upon login...

● Quick glance of:
○ # of active students 

versus total licensed 
students

○ # of active teachers 
versus total licensed 
teachers

Administrators will land on Snapshot page





Usage

● Daily active users
● Units taught in the last week
● # of students who’ve completed 

an assessment
● # of students who’ve done work 

in a unit

Hover over each report for more 
details

Overview of student & teacher activity, including:



Outcomes

Can view student progress 
build levels during:

● Pre-Unit Assessment 

● Critical Juncture 
Assessment 

● End of Unit Assessment

Are students mastering content?



Data export

● Click on download CSV 
button

● Will download a CSV file 
which includes data for 
year

Can download student data for unit assessment submissions



Now take some time to explore!

● Student & teacher usage

● Student outcomes

 Any questions?

Notice trends in….



Further support
Here are some options

Help article

https://my.amplify.com/help/en/articles/4340637-administrator-reports-for-amplify-science
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AXA6JIPDEY


Reflect and Share 

● What information do you have access to 
when accessing the administrator reports? 

● How can this information be used to 
support the implementation of Amplify 
Science in your school?

Administrator Reports 

88
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Program Features
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New to Amplify
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Year 2 Amplify

92



New and Year 2 Schools
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Step 1
Step 2

Step 3 (choose your 
grade)

Step 4 (scroll 
down and choose 
your unit)



Amplify NYC Resources Cheat Sheet

94



Supporting Teachers using Program 
Features Scenarios

95



Scenario:

96

When you look at the data from a 7th grade classes, you notice that a specific 
teacher has low login activity and there is little to no activity for his/her students. 
In comparison to the other 7th grade teachers the data shows this teachers is far 
behind with Amplify Science instruction. Furthermore, you believe the 7th grade 
teaching team is generally embracing a student-centered approach and working 
hard for their students. 

In your group answer the questions below: 

a. What does this information tell you about instruction or student learning?
b. What could be some possible causes of this issue?
c. What steps to supporting this teacher would you take? 
d. What Amplify specific supports can you offer? 

(Hint: look at the NYC resource site)

15 Minutes
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Reflection/Closing
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Reflection

Let’s take a moment to think about key takeaways from today’ session:

The Amplify Assessment system is made up of several assessments (formative and 
summative) which are embedded into instruction and allows teachers to adjust 
instruction quickly to address student needs.
 
The new administrator dashboard provides admin with the opportunity to view 
schoolwide in depth teacher and student data in order to determine next steps of 
support. 

Amplify Science program features provide admin with opportunities for supporting 
teachers and ensuring the program is implemented with fidelity. 

What is your key 
takeaway from today’s 

session?



Revisiting Session Objectives
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By the end of this workshop, you will be able to…

● Gain an understanding of the Amplify Science assessment system, 
including formative and summative assessments. 

● Explore the Classwork and Reporting features as well as unpack the 
information available in the new Administrator Dashboard. 

● Gain and understanding of how to use program features to better 
support teachers 



Amplify Science Program Hub

101

A new hub for Amplify Science resources

● Videos and resources to 
continue getting ready to teach

● Amplify@Home resources

● Keep checking back for updates

science.amplify.com/programhub



New York City Resources Site

102

https://amplify.com/resources-page-for-nyc-K-5/

● Login information
● Pacing guides
● Getting started guide
● NYC Companion 

Lessons
● Resources from 

professional learning 
sessions

● And much more!

https://amplify.com/resources-page-for-nyc-k-5/
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Additional Amplify resources

103

Program Guide
Glean additional insight into 
the program’s structure, intent, 
philosophies, supports, and 
flexibility.
my.amplify.com/programguide
Amplify Help  
Find lots of advice and answers 
from the Amplify team. 
my.amplify.com/help



When contacting the 
customer care team:
• Identify yourself as an Amplify Science user.
• Note the unit you are teaching.
• Note the type of device you are using 

(Chromebook, iPad, Windows, laptop).
• Note the web browser you are using 

(Chrome or Safari).
• Include a screenshot of the problem, if possible.
• Copy your district or site IT contact on emails.

Customer Care
Seek information specific to 
enrollment and rosters, 
technical support, materials 
and kits, and teaching support, 
weekdays 7AM-7PM EST.

scihelp@amplify.com

800-823-1969

Amplify Chat
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Additional Amplify support



Questions?
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Please provide us feedback!

URL:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BY56SBR

Presenter name: 

106

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BY56SBR


Please provide us feedback!
URL: https://tinyurl.com/AmplifyPD20-21

Presenter name: Isispeoria Aboushusha

Workshop title: Progress Builds and Embedded Assessments

Modality: Remote

107
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5 min break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjTysdu8yrc

